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Background 
 
https://www.islschools.org/  
 
TimeLine  
  
2012 October – ISL Values  
hosting a generative conversation with senior leaders at both ISL London and Qatar schools in 
the presence of the founder of the school Mr. Nadim Makarem, to  bring a common 
understanding, a unified language around the core pillars that are at the heart of the school. 
 
the outcome a connection to the original creative drive, the heart beat of the School. 
 
this gathering was a core prerequisite to the strategic “planning” process they were embarking 
on. it offered the ripe seeds for a coherent and harmonious vision. 
 

 
 
  

https://www.islschools.org/


2014 January – ISL London Pillar Parent Coming Together 
hosting a generative conversation with senior leaders and educators and parents at ISL London, 
co-facilitated it with Sarah Whiteley (http://wavesofconsciousevolution.net/ ) 
 
welcoming attendees  to a co-creative space sensing into the four pillars of ISL; Passion, 
Identity, Diversity and Understanding; entering the relational field of parent engagement as 
active collaborators and partners in a growing learning community; and moving into actions that 
crystallize the intentions and possibilities. 
 
three primary movements were guiding the gathering: 
Revealing perceptions, feelings and thoughts 
Connecting insights and ideas 
Identifying responsive actions  
  
the gathering opened the space: 

● offering a safe working environment  
● raising the right questions 
● bringing awareness to new ways of coming together - to be fully present and engaged 
● introducing serious play 
● inviting mindful movement in which future actions grow 
● expanding perspective to a more integrated and wider strategic vision 
● generating fresh insights 
● voicing the collective (group) intention 
● grounding possibilities in practical prototypes 

 

   
  

 
 
 

http://wavesofconsciousevolution.net/


2014 May – ISL London – Leadership Dialogues 
in follow-up to January’s gathering which offered a platform for collective sensing, participatory 
leadership and co-creation, individual leadership dialogues were initiated. 
  
the one to one dialogues (1-1:30 hrs) were in support of the wider transition of the schools, in 
addition to maintaining momentum. They offered a space of deep listening: to focus on current 
reality, attend to what was moving and to explore where the prototypes initiated in January fitted 
in the overall picture.  
 
the dialogues, using a creative intuitive practice designed by Jeraldene Lovell-Cole, brought out 
possibilities, concerns and needs - all within the context of ISL.   
  

  
 
2014 October – ISL Group 
in addition to the unique individual leadership at each school, ISL Group was set-up with a 
coordinating and guiding role across all schools. Since it was a new introduced model, it was 
essential to get clarity on its functions and relationship within the group itself and with the 
schools. 
 
in October 2014, a conversation with its members was held addressing: 
who is ISL Group?  
what is ISL Group’s role?  
what is my role in the Group? 
 
The process included the creative arts of sculpting their functions and roles. In addition, to 
giving them space to translate what was revealed into a communication memo to ISL 
stakeholders. 
 



 
  
2015 February – ISL Qatar 
taking the next step in the journey, we reached ISL Qatar. A gathering around ISL Pillars was 
hosted, attended by leadership teams, learning and administration representatives, with new 
director of ISL UK. 
 
the outcome was anchoring the four ISL pillars - passion, diversity, understanding, identity - 
while identifying which ones were not fully activated at the school. In addition, the group 
co-sensed and identified  concrete practical applications in response to the questions generated 
from the 2014 ISL London gathering. This supported bridging and linking the two schools at a 
practical level.  
 

 
  
  
 
 
 



2016 March – ISL UK Leadership Gathering 
the journey continues in parallel to an organizational functional strategic plan that ISL London 
school was going through.  
 
the gathering in March 2016 was to support the transition of  the new director of ISL UK and the 
new principals who started during that academic year and bring them into the culture of ISL in 
alignment with the core values and pillars. 
 
the process I designed was creative and practical anchoring what is at the heart of the school to 
remain present and visible, from which all future actions grow. 
 

 

 



2016 June –  ISL Learning Festival 
A festival of learning embodying all the values of the school was an outstanding reflection of the 
spirit of the school and a wonderful celebration of Mr Nadim Makarem, Founder of ISL Schools, 
80th birthday. 

 
 
2017 June – Coaching Reflective Leadership Circle 
the year had seen major changes, as such it was important to recognize the leadership team in 
their human capacity, and to collectively set the tone for the coming year. 
 
the process I designed, focused on  

● abundance 
● what is the potential (invisible) waiting to be activated to serve positively? what needs to 

be given more direct attention? 
● what exists (visible) that is working and serving positively? 
● what needs to be continuously nurtured? 

 
● appreciation 
● what are the qualities received from others that are supportive? 

  



● the coming year 
● what is the tone you desire? what is necessary to fuel the work next year in a way that 

reduces the frustrations; activates more ease and connection; and keeps the ISL spirit. 
● what action(s) will enable and support the tone you identified to remain palpable all the 

time next year? 
  
  
2017 September – ISL London MultiStakeholder 
welcomes the ISL Family: Leadership, Teachers, Students, Administration, Marketing, Finance, 
Admissions, Parents of ISL Alumni 
 

● each brought what touches their heart in their working environment at ISL London 
● and they went one level deeper, connecting to unpack the ISL London strengths that 

stand out for them  
● and they went one level deeper, connecting to envision where they see ISL London in 

the next 3 years?  
● and they reemerged, synthesizing a statement that holds what is guiding ISL London 

right now 
 
 

 
 
 
2017 November – ISL Qatar Anchoring and Alignment 
Three half day events were held scheduled at ISL Qatar in November 2017 to welcome the new 
head and frame the coming year together.  
 
The outcome was 
 

● grounding ISL Qatar around what is at the heart of its purpose 
● setting the tone for consistent authentic aligned actions 
● cultivating an environment that is responsive to change, thriving in every step forward 



● introducing an experiential process of engagement that can be spread and integrated 
within any internal group meeting 

● identifying the core insights that support the development of ISL Qatar’s guiding 
statements (its unique vision and mission) 

 
Activity 1: Anchoring -  Shared Values around ISL Pillars 
22.11.2017 
 
Attendees:  
leadership team, marketing, admissions, student support services , in addition to other roles that 
are in key decision making and community engagement positions 
  
Outcome:  

● shared understanding of the pillars 
● collective sensing on the way forward regarding a culture that supports those pillars 

 

 
 
Activity 2: Contextualizing – the Now 
25.11.2017 
 
Attendees:  
multi-stakeholder participants a balanced representation of the various stakeholders in the 
school  



 
Outcome:  

● unified understanding of ISL Qatar’s strengths 
● clarity of what the reality is - what is on the ground, how ISL Qatar is perceived and what 

do the stakeholders envision is needed to create a culture that is in alignment with the 
values and pillars 

 
 
Activity 3: Aligning – towards the next steps 
30.11.2017 
 
Attendees:  
key leadership team 

 
 
Outcome:  
mapping the outcomes of the first two events – identifying what is 
working, what are the gaps, and what is necessary to readjust and align 
developing a process and structure for moving forward  
 

 
 
 


